Occurrence of a short variant of the Tol2 transposable element in natural populations of the medaka fish.
Tol2 is a member of the hAT (hobo/Activator/Tam3) transposable element family, residing as 10-30 copies per diploid genome in the medaka fish. We previously reported that this element is highly homogeneous in structure at both the restriction map level and the nucleotide sequence level. It was, however, possible that there is variation of such a low frequency as not to have been detected in our previous surveys, in which samples from 12 geographical locations were used. In the present study, we first conducted searches of genome sequence databases of medaka, and found a 119-bp-long internal deletion. We then conducted a survey of samples from 58 locations for this deletion by performing PCR preceded by restriction enzyme digestion to increase the sensitivity to this deletion. We found that copies suffering this deletion have spread, or have been generated by multiple origins, in the northern-to-central part of mainland Japan. Thus, although the high homogeneity in structure is a distinct feature of Tol2, variation does exist at low frequencies in natural populations of medaka. The current status of Tol2 is expected to provide information with which results of future surveys can be compared for clarification of determinants of population dynamics of this DNA-based element.